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By keeping you connected regardless of location, your gadgets are supposed to make you more productive and less stressed. But you may have a creeping feeling that they are starting to do the opposite. Maybe your better half starts getting grumpy when you pull your smartphone out to restaurants or maybe you start to feel that all the
time you spend checking emails and social media during the day is eating into the time you can do other things – including the bigger picture thinking about your business. How do you know if you really depend on your technology? If you decide you have to cut back, how can you manage to keep your gadget-related compulsion in check?
After all, you are an entrepreneur; You should not throw your cell phone in the trash and go stay in a cabin in the wilderness. First of all, take comfort in the fact that you are in good company. Many start-up big wigs from the heart of America's technology capital, Silicon Valley, have come out publicly as concerned about their tech
addictions. Then, take the advice of Stanford psychologist Kelly McGonigal and check yourself for signs of real abuse. There is a common feeling, whether it's a drug or food or shopping or technology. If you pay attention to what is happening in your mind and body, you notice a free-flowing anxiety, and then a sense of urgency, especially
when separated from the object of addiction: I must have it now, or I must continue to click or check. It's more like panic than a positive desire. It's the physical quality of being out of control. And most importantly, no matter how much you give in, it never feels enough. There is no satisfaction. Giving in just makes you want to do it again.
What used to be fun becomes joyless coercion. Many people feel that way about their phones, Facebook, email, Twitter, online celebrity gossip, internet, and so on. If that sounds like the relationship between you and your phone or laptop, McGonigal also offers some simple steps you can take to get back on a healthier basis with your
technology. Fear not, serious rehab is probably not necessary. Instead, the key, she says, is to pay attention to but not reactive to your feelings of anxiety and need: I recommend just paying attention to the process and how it works. Do you even know what it it ches to check your phone feels? Or do you just become aware that you are on
your phone when you send your fifth text message? Then I suggest two things: You need to set up a support structure for yourself. Just as you wouldn't keep junk food in your locker if you're trying to improve your health, you should think of ways to put your phone away. Put it into airplane mode or recruit other people to remind you that
you made a commitment not to text while driving. Secondly, surf the operation. Pay attention to how it feels in your body and to your breathing. Think of the operation as a wave you're going to surf, and breathe through it. Like a wave, it crash and dissolve. Cravings sustain themselves when your brain and body think you will give in. As
soon as you make a commitment not to, it starts to change the way the brain processes craving. This approach has been shown to help people conquer all kinds of cravings, from food to cigarettes. How would you categorize your relationship with technology: Healthy, unhealthy, or somewhere in between? Every slot player who has ever
entered a casino has probably had the fantasy of hitting The Big One, that progressive jackpot that will put you on Easy Street for the rest of your life. You imagine the thrill of lining up the winning symbols and dreaming about how you will spend all this money. Then reality kicks in and deep down you know you have a better chance of
getting hit by lightning than you do hitting the big jackpot. Does this mean you shouldn't play progressive slot machines? While the odds of hitting a life-changing jackpot can be astronomical, you don't have to avoid all progressive machines. As long as you know what to expect and have some realistic expectations you can give them a
chance. There are also some progressive machines that are better than others if you want to hit the jackpot. First, let's take a look at the basics of progressive machines. Progressive machines are a group of many slot machines linked by a network. The large progressive jackpot is made by taking a percentage of all the money recorded in
the machine. This means that the jackpot continues to grow as more people play the machine until someone hits the winning symbols for the best award. Since a percentage of the coins played represent the Progressive Jackpot, the actual refund percentage will be smaller on the other winning symbols and in some cases the refund
percentage on the progressive machines will be less than other machines in the casino. This applies to the machines that offer the life-changing jackpots. Not all progressive machines are the same. There are actually three different types of progressive machines. The standalone progressive machine is not connected to any other
machines. Instead of having a fixed top jackpot it takes a percentage of the coins played and adds that to the prize for the highest winning combination. It has a meter on the front and shows you the jackpot. In most cases, the refund is equal to the other machines of that denomination, but it was distributed just differently to give you a
varying amount of top prize. The progressive jackpots for the standalone machines are much lower than those from machines that are interconnected. These are a group of machines linked together and owned and operated by the casino. They can only be in a single casino or are linked to multiple properties if the bookmaker owns more
than one casino. The jackpots may not be multi-million variety but they can be a pretty significant win some casinos. They generally beat more often than the broad range of progressives. Progressive. are the machines that offer the life-changing jackpots. The machines are interconnected from many unrelated casinos. These machines
are operated by an independently operated rather than a single gaming company. Slot maker IGT operates games like MegaBucks, Quatermania, and others in many different states. The casino stake in a percentage of the profits but the operator owns the games. The jackpots can be big but so are your chances of hitting the big prize.
Due to the cost of connecting the machine and the administrative costs of running these wide area games, the refund percentage on these machines is much lower than on other slots. It's okay to try the big progressive machines that hope that the lady's luck will shine on you but don't make it the mainstay of your slot game. Instead, set
aside a certain percentage of your playing bankroll and use it for a shot at the big one. Winning one of these is pure luck and is a gamble along the lines of buying a lottery ticket. Don't spend your entire bankroll chasing a dream. If you want to play a progressive machine, you might be better off concentrating your efforts on standalone or
in-house progressives. Your odds are much better. Most importantly remember, playing slots is entertainment. Have fun! The Ultimate Game Machine competition started about nine years ago, when Computer Gaming World began its annual rite of collecting gaming computers and testing them. I was in on the first few days, and the
systems back then were mostly DOS, often had SCSI drives and blazingly fast 133 MHz Pentium processors. Heck, 3D graphics for gamers were in their infancy, but one thing these systems had in common with today's uber machines: They had SLI. Then SLI stood for scan line interleave, and consisted of a pair of Voodoo 2 cards. Since
gaming systems still needed fast DOS graphics, the primary card was often a Matrox Millennium or some card based on the old Tseng ET4000. Oh, and prices topped out at around $3,500.Fast until today. Computer Gaming World has evolved into Games for Windows: The Official Magazine. ExtremeTech and Games for Windows
worked together to bring this roundup of high-end gaming systems to fruition. We have systems priced close to $8,000 at the top end. Even the lowest cost system weighs in at over $4,000. Of course, there have been nine years of inflation since then, so these prices aren't quite as staggering as they would have been back in 1997.This
week, we're running three days of ultimate gaming systems. Each day will feature two system reviews, and we will announce the winner on Thursday. These are all serious contenders, who survived the intense round of benchmarking and stability tests. Five of the six are overclocked, while three of them have quad-core processors. CPU
is not the only ingredient, of course. Four of the systems arrived on the scene with the Nvidia GeForce 8800 GTX in SLI (scalable link interface) mode. And no one has SCSI devices, though they all most to speed up reading performance. I mentioned earlier that we originally got nine systems. As Darren Gladstone from Games for
Windows likes to put it, Tre doesn't even leave the pits. The Ultimate Game Machine shootout has always been an opportunity for PC companies to show their bleeding edge capabilities. But sometimes companies either try just a little too hard, or other problems intervene. Three of the computers had serious stability problems. The three
companies that submitted these schemes all have good credentials, so it's not like they were fly-by-night business. They withdrew from the competition altogether. In one case, a company tried to implement an interesting new cooler, but we suspect that the prototype they were using could not withstand the stresses of shipping. Another
company pushed its system so hard that they recommended plugging the system directly into the wall, because a power strip can reduce power just enough to make the system unstable. In another case, it was just a question, we think, of being a little too eager to win. They withdrew from the competition. One of the conditions for entering
was that companies were required to make these systems orderable from their websites by 15 November. We had to give credit to the companies that dropped out, because they wanted to make sure that they could offer the system provided to their customers. So we're not naming names, because it's unlikely you'll see these exact
systems for sale anyway. Six computers survived, including several that made pushing the bleeding edge pretty hard. These are the systems we want to celebrate. It is also worth discussing points. We have always had a 1-10 point system at ExtremeTech. We want to clarify some of the points for this roundup. On the scale is a 5/10
average. This is unlike the grading system in schools, where 7/10 is a C and is usually thought of as average. This gives us a little more room to play with scale. So a 5/10 is an average, competent system that may have some issues, but none of the issues are showstoppers. All under 5, and the product is seriously deficient. So if you see
a score of 5/10, don't think it sucks. Keep in mind instead, that it is reasonably competent at what it does, may have some interesting features, but compared to its peers, is exceptional in most ways. For Ultimate Game Machine, the most important criteria are stability, performance, and gamer-oriented features. Thankfully, stability was a
non-issue with the survivors, so it really came down to stability, performance and gamer-oriented features. Secondary characteristics were price, overall design appeal, and fit-and-finish. These secondary properties can distinguish between two systems that are otherwise very close. GeForce 8800 GTS ReviewNormally, I mention
upcoming articles in This Week on ExtremeTech, but since the week is mostly UGM competition, I want to be sure to point out today's review of eVGA's 8800 GTS. Last week we took a look at PNY's GeForce 8800 GTX. Most of the 8800 GTX boards cost $599 or more (many seem to be priced around $649.) The 8800 GTS boards are
supposed to be priced from $449-$499-still quite pricey, but that's at least a notch down from six hundred buckazoids. We've received a lot of requests for 8800 GTS reviews, so we've got it up today for your reading pleasure. Look what Jason Cross has to say about the 8800 GTX little sister. It's also the holiday season, and we've started
running our holiday geek gift guide. And don't forget to subscribe to our weekly podcast. Podcast.
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